Introduction 43
The aim of Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) is to identify associ-44 ations between genetic variants and a phenotype observed in a population. 45 They have recently emerged as an important tool in the study of bacteria, 46 given the availability of large panels of bacterial genomes combined with phenotypic data (Farhat et al., 2013; Sheppard et al., 2013; Alam et al., ure 1 illustrates the construction of such a graph for a simple example, where 94 the only variation among the aligned genomes is a point mutation. DBGs 95 also accommodate more complex disparities including rearrangements and 96 insertions/deletions (Supplementary Figure S1 ). In this example two sequences s 1 and s 2 of length 12 differ by a single letter. All kmers (k = 4) present in these sequences are listed. A) A link is drawn between two kmers when the k − 1 = 3 last nucleotides of the first kmer equal the 3 first nucleotides of the second kmer. B) The bubble pattern represents the SNP C to A; each branch of the bubble represents an allele. C) linear paths of the graph are compacted; the compacted DBG of the example only contains four nodes (unitigs) and represents the same variation as the original DBG, which contained 13 nodes (kmers). For P. aeruginosa levofloxacin resistance, the subgraph obtained with the 142 lowest min q highlighted a polymorphic region in a core gene (Figure 2A ).
143
Indeed, it showed a linear structure containing a complex bubble, with a 144 fork separating susceptible (blue) and resistant (red) strains. The anno-145 tation revealed that all unitigs in this subgraph mapped to the quinolone 146 resistance-determining region (QRDR) of the gyrA gene. gyrA codes for a 147 subunit of the DNA gyrase targeted by quinolone antibiotics such as lev-148 ofloxacin and its alteration is therefore a prevalent and efficient mechanism of 149 resistance (Hooper and Jacoby, 2015; Lowy, 2003 Figure S3 .
205
For S. aureus erythromycin resistance, a unique subgraph was generated 206 (min q = 2.69 × 10 −100 ). As shown in Figure 2E , the subgraph described the 207 circular structure of a 2,500 bp-long plasmid known to carry the causal ermC 208 gene (Westh et al., 1995; Gordon et al., 2014) together with a replication 209 and maintenance protein in strong linkage disequilibrium with ermC.
210
For P. aeruginosa amikacin resistance, the third subgraph (min q = 211 2.21 × 10 −6 ) represented a 10,000 bp plasmid acquisition. Using the NCBI 212 nucleotide database (Benson et al., 2012) , most of the unitigs in this sub-213 graph mapped to the predicted prophage regions of an integrative and con-214 jugative plasmid, whose structure was recently described as the pHS87b tuberculosis (TB) and P. aeruginosa (PA) panels. For each antibiotic, subgraphs were reported with their rank, number of significant unitigs over all unitigs in the subgraph (Sign. unit.), q-value of the unitig with the lowest q-value (min q ), the corresponding estimated effect (β coefficient of the linear mixed model) and annotation of the subgraph. The type of event represented by the subgraph was colour-coded as: yellow for MGE, light blue for local polymorphism in gene (LPG), and dark blue for local polymorphism in noncoding region (LPN). Known positives were indicated in dark green (Pos), regions in LD with a positive in light green (LD), determinants caused by cross-resistance in orange (CR) and unknown determinants in grey (Ukn). In this figure, we report deduplicated annotations of features identified as significant with the default parameters (p-value for SEER and HAWK or q-value for RWAS and DBGWAS). The total number of reported features is given in the header. For kmer-based methods, annotations were retrieved by mapping unitig/kmer sequences on the resistance and Uniprot databases. Green cells correspond to resistance determinants already described in the literature, orange cells to resistance determinants described for association with other antibiotics (annotations not found by RWAS are written in bold), and grey cells to unknown determinants. Within each category, annotations are ordered by increasing minimum p/q-values, corresponding to the lowest p/q-value found for each annotation before deduplication (p/q-values are reported only for the most significant annotations). For each method, the annotation with the lowest p/q-values is underlined. The execution time and memory load (in Gigabytes) are shown in the header (see also Supplementary Table S2 ).
tance. Within them, in the context of streptomycin resistance, the mmpS1 annotation was reported by the three methods, but not by the RWAS 263 approach, as this gene was not included in the targeted approach prior.
264
More generally, any reference-based approaches such as SNP-or gene-based Table S2 ).
292

DBGWAS suggests novel hypotheses 293
As DBGWAS screens the genomic variations without prior knowledge, it 294 documented associations never previously described in resistance literature. In S. aureus, polymorphisms within genes not known to be related to 309 resistance were identified for several antibiotics: purN (min q = 2.02×10 −22 ) 310 for fusidic acid, odhB (min q = 1.49 × 10 −33 ) for gentamicin, ybaK and mqo1 311 (min q = 9.30 × 10 −18 , resp. 6.82 × 10 −10 ) for trimethoprim. None of these 312 genes have been associated with antibiotic resistance before, to the best of 313 our knowledge.
314
In M. tuberculosis, polymorphisms in two genes encoding proteins in-315 volved in cell wall and cell processes, espG1 and espA, were found associated 316 with streptomycin (seventh subgraph, min q = 9.43×10 −4 ) and XDR pheno-317 type (third subgraph, min q = 9.58 × 10 −36 ) respectively. Again, these genes 318 have never been reported in association with antibiotic resistance before.
319
Although experimental validation would be required to tell whether these 320 hypotheses are false positive (e. (Marschall et al., way to GWAS on highly plastic bacterial genomes and would also be useful 345 for microbiomes (Baaijens et al., 2017) In conclusion, we demonstrate for three medically important bacterial 368 species that resistance markers can be detected rapidly with relative ease, 369 using simple computer equipment. New links between genomic variations 370 and phenotypes can be inferred, providing our method with a clear advan-371 tage in comparison to existing procedures. Using our graphical interface will 372 provide future users in all domains of microbiology with an enhanced insight 373 into genotype to phenotype correlation, also beyond antibiotic resistance.
374
This will include complex traits such as biofilm formation, epidemicity and 375 virulence.
376
Methods
377
Encoding genomic variation with compacted DBGs
378
DBGs are directed graphs that efficiently represent all the information con-379 tained in a set of sequences. Nodes represent all the unique kmers (genome 380 sequence substrings of length k) extracted from the input sequences. Edges 381 represent (k − 1)-exact-overlaps between kmers: an edge connects a node 382 n 1 to a node n 2 if and only if the (k − 1)-length-suffix of n 1 equals the 383 (k − 1)-length-prefix of n 2 ( Figure 1A) .
These graphs can be compacted into cDBGs by merging linear paths (se-385 quences of nodes not linked to more than two other nodes) into a single node 386 referred to as a unitig (Butler et al., 2008; Zerbino and Birney, 2008; Chikhi 387 et al., 2016) ( Figure 1C ). Compaction yields a graph with locally optimal Figure S1) . 391 We perform GWAS on strains encoded by their unitig (rather than kmer) 392 content, and use the cDBG neighbourhood of significantly associated unitigs 393 as a proxy for their genomic environment. Figure 4 Step 1 Step 2
Step 3 Tool: GATB (Drezen, 2014) Tool: bugwas (Earle, 2016) Tools: Boost (boost.org) _____-Blast+ (Camacho, 2009) _____-Cytoscape.js (Franz, 2015) Figure 4: DBGWAS pipeline. DBGWAS takes as input draft assemblies and phenotype data for a panel of bacterial strains. Variant matrix X is built in step 1 using cDBG nodes. Variants are tested in step 2 using a linear mixed model. Significant variants are post-processed in step 3 to provide an interactive interface assisting with their interpretation.
Representing strains by their unitig content (step 1)
Testing unitigs for association with the phenotype
(step 2)
result in spurious associations if the effect of the population structure is 438 not taken into account (Balding, 2006; Zhou and Stephens, 2014; Widmer 439 et al., 2014) . Population structures can be strong in bacteria because of their 440 clonality (Falush and Bowden, 2006; Earle et al., 2016; Lees et al., 2016) . A 441 preliminary performance analysis comparing several models for population 442 structure on both simulated and real data (Jaillard et al., 2017a) showed 443 that correcting for population structure using LMMs is often preferable to 444 using a fixed effect correction or not correcting at all. 445 We thus rely on the bugwas method (Earle et al., 2016) , which uses the 446 linear mixed model (LMM) implemented in the GEMMA library (Zhou and 447 Stephens, 2012) to test for association with phenotypes while correcting for 448 the population structure. This method also offers the possibility to test for 449 lineage effects, by calculating p-values for association between the columns of 450 the matrix representing the population structure, and the phenotype (Earle 451 et al., 2016) .
452
Formally, the LMM represents the distribution of the binarized pheno-453 type Y i , given the j-th minor allele pattern X ij and the population structure 454 represented by a set of factors W ∈ R n p , by:
β is the fixed effect of the tested candidate on the phenotype, α is the random 456 effect of the population structure, and ε ij iid ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) are the residuals with 457 variance σ 2 > 0. W is estimated from the Z matrix which includes duplicate 458 columns representing both core and accessory genome. 459 We test H 0 : β = 0 versus H 1 : β = 0 in equation 1 for each unitig using 460 a likelihood ratio procedure producing p-values and maximum likelihood 461 estimatesβ. Finally, we compute the q-values, which are the Hochberg transformed p-values controlling for false discovery rate (FDR) in 463 the situation of multiple testing (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) .
464
Interpretation of significant unitigs (step 3) 465 The LMM can be used to identify deduplicated minor allele presence pat- Figure 5: Subgraphs induced by the neighbourhood of significantly associated unitigs. In this example, a neighbourhood of size 2 was used: any unitig distant up to 2 edges from a significant unitig is retrieved to define its neighbourhood. Neighbourhoods are merged if they share at least one node, e.g. the neighbourhoods of U 1 and U 2 are merged because they share N 6 , and will be represented in a single subgraph.
databases. Users can then easily retrieve the annotations which are the most 516 supported by the nodes in the subgraph, or with the lowest E-value. We ing Cytoscape.js (Franz et al., 2015) . Results can be shared and visualized 528 in a web browser. A large number of components can be produced in one 529 run of DBGWAS. We thus provide a summary page allowing the user to 530 preview and filter the subgraphs. Filtering can be based upon the minimum 531 q-value of all unitigs in the component (min q ), or based on the annotations.
532
A complete description of the DBGWAS interactive interface is available in 533 Supplementary Section 6.
534
Datasets 535 We used in our experiments genome sequences from three bacterial species 536 with various degrees of genome plasticity, from more clonal to more plas- horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and accordingly, most of the reported re-545 sistance determinants are chromosomal mutations (Gygli et al., 2017) in 546 core genes or gene promoters. Intergenic regions are also described to be 547 instrumental in multidrug-resistance (MDR) and extensively drug-resistant 548 (XDR) phenotypes (Zhang et al., 2013) . We use the PATRIC AMR phe-549 notype data, as well as genome assemblies from their resource (Wattam 550 et al., 2016; Davis et al., 2016) . We thus gather a total of 1302 genomes 551 after filtering based on genome length. Phenotype data include isoniazid, ri-552 fampicin, streptomycin, ethambutol, ofloxacin, kanamycin and ethionamide 553 resistance status. Except for the last three drugs, phenotype data are avail-554 able for more than a thousand genomes. We reconstruct MDR and XDR 555 1 http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2017/bacteria-antibiotics-needed/en/ 2 http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs104/en/ phenotypes based on the WHO definition 3 . XDR phenotype could only be defined for 689/1302 strains as it required data for at least 4 drugs. In-557 formation on how phenotype data and genome assemblies were obtained is 558 available on the PATRIC website.
